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Postal Services

POST & THE BFPO SYSTEM

The correct mail address is:

Title, initials, name
“Care of…..” (rank, initials, name)
HQ NRDC-ITA
BFPO 61
Where an alternative format of postcode is required, or if a BFPO number is not accepted, 
BF1 2AY can also be used.

Please be aware that BFPO 61 is an un-manned FPO and does not provide counter 
services. The NSE collects post (normally once a week) and can send standard sized 
LETTERS back to the UK, providing they are correctly stamped with Royal Mail stamps. It 
is up to individuals to purchase stamps when back in the UK (or via friends/relatives, etc.), 
alternatively, sheets can be brought online (http://shop.royalmail.com/stamp-
sheets/first+second-class/icat/firstsecond). It is not possible to use the Royal Mail pre-paid 
service for BFPO.

BFPO cannot send PACKETS or PARCELS of any description unless it is a pre-paid 
return parcel. As we are a limited no cpunter service we are unable to provide proof of 
postage certificates, for this you will need to use the local postal service or a courier 
service t your own expense. Parcel mail must be sent out on the local Italian service or 
with friends going back to UK. The Italian postal service is generally reliable, but it is 
expensive; LOA takes this expense into account.

In addition, stamps (francobolli) are not only available at post offices, but at most tabacchi
(tobacconists—any shop marked with a white-on-brown "T" sign), and many 
newsstands. There are a few basic steps that might help your parcel meet its destination: 
-

1. Make your parcels look as boring as possible. Slip colourful packages into buff 
brown ones.

2. Where possible, send to a business address as it implies boring contents.
3. Box it to disguise obvious items, DVDs, CDs, clothes, etc.
4. Try to declare as low a value for your item as you feel comfortable <25Euros. Some 

feel declaring items as Used Goods ('Beni Usati') is also a helpful deterrent to sticky 
fingers.

5. Consider using printed labels (handwriting implies 'personal', 'gift', 'money').
6. Never, ever, send cash.
7. There is always DHL! Sendmybag.com is very popular and usually delivers within 5 
working days.

Please be aware that BFPO does NOT operate a guaranteed time service and cannot be 
held responsible for perishable items.



BFPO after 01 January 2021

With the UK leaving the UK, restrictions have been placed on the BFPO service.

It is important to remember that items being sent from the UK to your BFPO address 
must have correctly completed customs forms attached.

Additionally charges may apply depending on the items that are being sent.

Please see the below websites for more details:

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/british-forces-post-office-services

https://www.gov.uk/goods-sent-from-abroad/gifts

https://www.gov.uk/goods-sent-from-abroad/tax-and-duty

As the UK is no longer and EU country it is also important to be aware of what cannot be 
sent to Italy from the UK:

https://www.royalmail.com/sending/international/country-guides/italy
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